ABSTRACT: Many reduced cupredoxins undergo a pH-dependent structural rearrangement, triggered by protonation of the His ligand belonging to the Cterminal hydrophobic loop, usually termed the acid transition. At variance with several members of the cupredoxin family, the acid transition is not observed for azurin (AZ). We have addressed this issue by performing molecular dynamics simulations of AZ and four mutants, in which the C-terminal loop has been replaced with those of other cupredoxins or with polyalanine loops. All of the loop mutants undergo the acid transition in the pH range of 4.4−5.5. The main differences between AZ and its loop mutants are the average value of the active site solvent accessible surface area and the extent of its fluctuations with time, together with an altered structure of the water layer around the copper center. Using functional mode analysis, we found that these variations arise from changes in nonbonding interactions in the second coordination sphere of the copper center, resulting from the loop mutation. Our results strengthen the view that the dynamics at the site relevant for function and its surroundings are crucial for protein activity and for metal-containing electron transferases.
I
onization of amino acid side chains is crucial to structural and functional properties of biomolecules, such as stability, solubility, binding, and enzymatic activity. 1−3 For this reason, the activity of some proteins can be dramatically modulated by intracellular pH changes, which have been shown to be involved in the regulation of physiological processes like apoptosis and proliferation, migration, and transport. 4 In this respect, an interesting case study is provided by cupredoxins, which are copper-containing redox proteins that act as electron carriers in several crucial cellular processes in both plants and bacteria. 5−7 The strong metal equatorial ligands at their T1 copper center are provided by the thiolate sulfur of a Cys and the nitrogen atoms of two His imidazoles. A Met usually acts as a fourth, weaker axial ligand, imposing a distorted tetrahedral geometry. 6 A fifth weaker axial ligand is present in some species, as in the case of azurin (Gly45). Most of the blue copper proteins, such as plastocyanin (PC), amicyanin (AMI), pseudoazurin, and stellacyanin, undergo a pH-dependent structural rearrangement, known as the acid transition, which consists of protonation of the C-terminal His ligand in the Cu(I) protein, with pK a values ranging from ∼7 to 5 (see ref 6 and references cited therein). As a consequence of these structural changes, the reduction potential (E°) of the protein increases dramatically, rendering the species biologically inactive. Several hypotheses have been formulated concerning the possibility that this pH-induced structural rearrangement serves a physiological purpose. 8−10 In the case of PC, for example, it could downregulate photosynthetic activity, as a consequence of significant lowering of the pH in the thylakoid lumen under extreme exposure to light. 8, 10, 11 It is possible that the acid transition of cupredoxins endows them with the ability to act as "pH sensors", as proteins whose activities are sensitive to small, physiologically relevant, changes in pH. 4 Therefore, understanding the pH dependence of functional properties of biomolecules is central to the elucidation of their physiological activity. Moreover, the ability of a protein to undergo reversible conformational changes upon an external stimulus, such as a change in pH, with subsequent changes in one or more functional properties like E°could provide a biomolecular switch, with potential applications in biomolecular electronics, biosensing, or molecular machines. 12, 13 The acid transition is not observed for azurin (AZ), possibly the most studied cupredoxin, and a pK a value of <2 has been estimated. 14 What are the molecular determinants that hinder protonation of the His117 ligand in AZ? As three of the copper-binding residues (Cys112, His117, and Met121, AZ numbering), including the His whose protonation triggers the acid transition, are situated on the C-terminal hydrophobic loop, previous work has been devoted to the elucidation of how the structural features of this secondary structure element could affect the pK a of the His ligand. To this end, four AZ mutants, in which this C-terminal loop has been replaced with those of other cupredoxins (AMI and PC, thus generating the AZAMI and AZPC loop mutants, respectively) or with non-native polyalanine loops (AZ4A3A and AZ4A4A), were designed and produced. 15−17 These loop mutants were then characterized by determining their crystallographic structures and functionally via spectroscopic and electrochemical studies. 15−19 The loop length, which was found to correlate with the pK a of His protonation, was suggested as one of the factors affecting the thermodynamics of the acid transition, together with second-coordination sphere effects such as hydrogen bonding and π interactions [15] [16] [17] [18] 22 and differences in the solvent accessibility of the C-terminal His ligand. 17, 23, 24 Nevertheless, it has been difficult to state which specific molecular features relate the length of the loop and/or its composition to changes in functionality. For example, the hydrophobic loop of AZ is composed of the same number of residues as that of AZ4A3A, but only the latter species undergoes the acid transition. Therefore, additional investigations are required to elucidate the determinants of the thermodynamics of the acid transition in cupredoxins. Keeping in mind that the functionality of a protein is ultimately controlled by its dynamics, 25−27 we decided to go beyond the structure−function relationship and add the time dimension to the investigation of AZ and of its loop mutants. We therefore performed molecular dynamics simulations of AZ, AZAMI, AZPC, AZ4A3A, and AZ4A4A (whose active site structures are displayed in Figure 1 ), looking for dynamic aspects of cupredoxins that could play a key role in influencing the acid transition.
■ METHODS
All MD simulations were performed in water using GROMACS 28 and the AMBER99 force field. 29 As in previous work, 30 we used as the starting point of the simulations the crystal structures of AZ and loop mutants AZAMI, AZPC, AZ4A3A, and AZ4A4A (PDB entries 4AZU, 2FTA, 2HX7, 3FSW, and 3FSZ, respectively). Water was represented with the TIP3P model. 31 For each starting structure, one protein molecule was solvated in a periodic rhombic dodecahedral box. The simulations were performed in the NVT ensemble at 300 K. The temperature was kept constant by the isokinetic temperature coupling.
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Because the acid transition is observed only for the reduced species, 9 simulations were performed exclusively in the reduced ensemble. Molecular dynamics does not take into account variations of the bonds between copper and its ligands, nor does it allow observation of the breaking or formation of chemical bonds. Therefore, our work did not address the reasons for the different behavior of the two oxidation states of cupredoxins with respect to the acid transition. The atomic charges of the active site, calculated at the DFT level of the theory, were taken from the literature. 33 The distances and the angles between Cu and the five coordinating atoms were constrained to the values in the corresponding crystal structures, to avoid unrealistic distortion of the copper geometry that could be caused by the treatment of the Cu− ligand interactions at a classical level of theory. 33 It is reasonable not to simulate the whole mechanism of His protonation and dissociation, because our goal is to determine whether the characteristics of the system before the transition takes place affect the propensity to undergo this process.
Periodic boundary conditions were applied to the simulation box, and long-range electrostatic interactions were treated with the particle mesh Ewald method 34 using a grid spacing of 0.12 nm combined with a fourth-order B-spline interpolation to compute the potential and forces. The real space cutoff distance and the van der Waals cutoff distance were set to 0.9 nm. A time step of 2 fs was used. Bond lenghts were constrained with the LINCS algorithm. The N-and C-termini of the proteins were modeled as NH 3 + and CO 2 − , respectively. Positive counterions were added (Na + ) to make the simulation box neutral.
The starting structures were subjected to energy minimization in vacuum (3000 steps) using the steepest descent method, followed by a two-step minimization protocol in solvent, using the conjugate gradient method. The first minimization was performed with the coordinates of the protein held fixed, allowing only the water and the counterions to move, and the second was performed on both the protein and the solvent molecules. The temperature of the system was then increased form 50 to 300 K in 100 ps MD before the production simulations were performed. Three independent production runs (replicas) were conducted for each protein, to improve the conformational sampling. 35 The length of the first simulation was 100 ns, and the length of each additional replica was 60 ns. SASA, radial distribution functions, and average structure values were calculated using the g_sas, g_rdf, and g_rmsf tools, respectively, implemented in GROMACS version 4.5.3. Values and errors were obtained averaging over all replica simulations. Functional mode analysis was implemented as previously described. 36, 37 Before analysis, trajectories in the GROMACS XTC format were least-squares fit to a reference frame to filter out overall translation and rotation. 37 The first half of the trajectory was used for model building, while the remainder served for the cross validation of the model. The number of PLS components to be used was evaluated by calculating the correlation coefficients for the model training subset (R m ) and the cross-validation subset (R c ) as a function of the number of Figure 1 . Active site structures of the five proteins investigated in this work. The five metal-coordinating residues are displayed as white licorice and, for the sake of clarity, are labeled only in AZ. The copper atom is displayed as a blue sphere. The hydrophobic loop is displayed as a C α trace and colored differently for AZ and its mutants; the color code is mantained throughout the paper. At the bottom left, the amino acid sequences of the different loops are also shown. The image was prepared with VMD 20 using the crystal structures of PDB entries 4AZU, 21 2FTA, 15 2HX7, 16 3FSW, 18 and 3FSZ. 
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proton triggering the acid transition must be provided by the solvent, and we have therefore focused our efforts on the interplay between the protein, and in particular the region around its copper active site, and surrounding water molecules. The first quantity that we calculated was the SASA of the active site, where the active site is defined as the metal atom and its five ligands (Gly45, His46, Cys112, His117, and Met121, AZ numbering). In fact, changes in the SASA of the active site can quantitatively describe the extent of the protein−solution interface that can affect, through electrostatic and dipolar interactions, the apparent dielectric constant and (de)stabilize the protonated His117. 24, 43 The calculated SASA values, averaged over three independent simulations (replicas hereafter), are listed in Table 1 , and the plot of the experimental pK a values versus the calculated active site SASAs is displayed in Figure 2 . It can be readily seen that the protein featuring the highest pK a value, AZAMI, is also the one for which the highest SASA was obtained. On the other hand, the accessibility of the active site of AZ to the solvent is much smaller than that of the other species, in accordance with its lack of an acid transition at pH >2. AZPC, AZ4A3A, and AZ4A4A all feature intermediate pK a values, and their SASA values lie between the two extremes represented by AZAMI and AZ. Therefore, a general trend can be observed: the more the protein active site is exposed to the surrounding solvent, the higher the corresponding pK a of His protonation.
The SASA values displayed in Figure 2 are average quantities resulting from the whole sampling provided by our simulations and are, therefore, indicated as ⟨SASA⟩. It is also interesting to take into account the fluctuations of the SASA values with time. Thus, we calculated the normalized probability distributions of the active site SASA along the 100 ns MD simulations, and they are plotted in Figure 3 . The distribution for AZ is much narrower than that of the loop mutants and never exceeds 0.5 nm active site SASA values, while the fluctuations of the other species, and especially those of AZAMI and AZ4A3A, lead to a structural sampling displaying a set of conformations characterized by significant changes in the solvent accessibility of the active site. Therefore, the average active site ⟨SASA⟩ for AZ not only is the smallest but also is the one that features significantly smaller fluctuations with respect to its four mutants. The differences concerning the active site SASA among the five proteins are not simply structural but stem from the different dynamics of the molecules, as suggested by the better correlation between experimental pK a and calculated SASA, with respect to that with SASA values obtained from crystal structures (see Table 1 ). Differences between the calculated SASA and the corresponding values from crystal structures are most likely due to the low temperature at which X-ray diffraction data were collected and the close packing of molecules in the crystal. In general, proteins in solution and under physiological conditions can display a structural heterogeneity larger than that shown in a crystal structure. 44, 45 Nevertheless, as previously suggested, 17 a correlation can also be observed when plotting pK a versus SASA from crystal structures (see Figure S1 of the Supporting Information), thus supporting our MD results.
Further insight into the relationship between the protein active site and the solvent may be obtained by studying the structure of the hydration layers around the metal center. This can be achieved by calculating the radial distribution function g(r) between the copper and the oxygen atoms of the solvent. This is displayed in Figure 4 , which provides the probability of finding the oxygen atom of a water molecule a given distance r from the copper atom. The first sharp peak in the Cu−O radial distribution function for AZ falls slightly below 0.7 nm, as previously reported, 46 and corresponds to a solvent molecule hydrogen bonded to His117. On the other hand, all the other proteins, although invariably showing a peak at the same r value, also feature a non-zero probability of finding a water molecule at shorter distances. This is particularly evident in the case of AZAMI, whose first g(r) peak falls around 0.4 nm. This difference in the solvent structure around the copper atom, which likely stems from the substitution of Phe with a much less bulky side chain, 16 as observed for the Phe114Pro mutant of AZ, 47 allows us to hypothesize that water molecules can move significantly closer to the protein active site in the loop mutants than in AZ, thereby favoring the probability of the acid transition.
All the results collected so far provide a picture of an active site in AZ that is significantly less exposed to the solvent and less prone to undergoing structural fluctuations that could allow water molecules to approach the copper, probably as a consequence of significant differences between the dynamics of AZ and the four mutants. We therefore turned our attention to searching for the structural motions of the loop mutants that are involved in the dynamic changes of the active site SASA over time. This was achieved using functional mode analysis (FMA), 36, 37 which allows the identification of the collective atomic modes of a protein that maximally correlate to a functional quantity of interest, in our case the time-dependent SASA of the active site. By applying partial least-squares (PLS)-based FMA 37 to our simulations, the protein dynamics underlying the SASA fluctuations could be detected and compared. The quality of the models calculated by FMA was evaluated by cross validation. We obtained convincing cross validation correlation coefficients (R c ) for the loop mutants (ranging from ≈0.72 to ≈0.85), indicating that a reliable collective model underlying the SASA fluctuations could be built. On the other hand, in the case of AZ, PLS-based FMA could not provide an acceptable model correlating the time dependence of active site SASA to collective protein motions. Indirectly, this again points to the different behavior of AZ with respect to that of the loop mutants. To test whether the differences between the FMA-derived motions were significant, controls were conducted (see Methods) by building an FMA model for one trajectory and cross validation by another. Extremely low R c values (≈0.15) show that, indeed, the collective dynamics underlying SASA fluctuations differ significantly for the different cases. A three-dimensional representation of the maximally correlated modes contributing to the changes in the active site SASA is depicted in Figure 5 .
The motions contributing mainly to SASA fluctuations involve concerted movements of several portions of the protein. Moreover, although the mutants all have the same protein scaffold and the only structural difference lies in the length and composition of the rather short hydrophobic loop, the detected functional modes are significantly different. This finding implies that the C-terminal loop is crucial to overall protein dynamics and, consequently, functional properties, and that modifying a few amino acids in this region can lead to dramatic changes. It is possible to discern which residues contribute most to each SASA-correlated internal mode, by calculating the root-meansquare fluctuation (rmsf) per residue within the collective movement obtained by FMA. In general, loops are the secondary structure elements most involved in the collective movements, and none of the modes describe dramatic structural rearrangements, as expected for an electron transfer protein, which in general can be considered rather rigid systems. In the case of AZAMI, the major contribution to the FMA-derived modes comes from residues belonging to the loops of residues 9−18, 36−44, and 99−107. The collective mode of AZPC is dominated by the motion of the only α-helix, spanning residues 58−71, and by the following loop, but a significant contribution also derives from the loop of residues 36−44. Similar behavior was observed for native plastocyanin, whose loops surrounding the copper atom display the most significant structural rearrangements upon protonation of the C-terminal His92 ligand. 48 For AZ4A3A, the highest rmsf values are displayed again by the residues forming the α-helix and by the following loop, together with the loop of residues 9−18. The ensemble-weighted maximally correlated mode for AZ4A4A arises from the concerted movements of the α-helix, the loop of residues 36−44, and the final part of the introduced polyalanine loop. Therefore, with the exception of the involvement of the loop of residues 99−107 for AZAMI, the collective modes that cause fluctuations of the active site SASA values involve the concerted movements of the loops surrounding the copper atom and the α-helix. The mutated hydrophobic loop does not move significantly, except in AZ4A4A, as it contains three of the copper ligands whose distance to the metal atom is kept constant throughout the whole simulation time.
So far, we have shown that the ability of AZ and the loop mutants to undergo the acid transition most likely depends on the extent and fluctuations in the exposure of the active site to solvent due to collective protein motions. The final question that needs to be addressed is why the region around the copper site in AZ is so significantly less flexible, thus hindering His protonation and detachment even at low pH values. In AZ, and, to a lesser extent, in the loop mutants, the copper atom is shielded from direct contact with the solvent by the presence of a large hydrophobic area, formed by the close packing among the loops of residues 9−18, 36−44, and 72−79 as well as by the ligand-containing loop of residues 112−121. The relative position of these loop regions is kept constant by a complex network of hydrogen bonds, all falling within the so-called "second coordination sphere". 47, 49, 50 The importance of some key residues that do not bind copper to the spectroscopic and functional properties of AZ (and other cupredoxins) is welldocumented. 22,47,49−51 The hydrogen bonds accepted by the thiolate group of Cys112 from the backbone amides of Asn47 and Phe114 are among the most important to the functionality of AZ. 22,47,49−51 The former is present in all the investigated species, while the Cys112−Phe114 interaction is absent in both AZAMI and AZPC. 15, 16, 18 This is because both variants feature a Pro in place of the Phe. 16 In both AZ4A3A and AZ4A4A, the backbone NH group of Ala114 does act as a donor of a hydrogen bond to the Cys112 thiolate, but fluctuations in this bond length in the two mutants are much higher than in AZ, often exceeding 3.5 Å, particularly for AZ4A4A (data not shown).
Another potentially important second-coordination sphere interaction in AZ is the hydrogen bond between the imidazole ring of His46 and the backbone carbonyl of Asn10, which is mantained in both AZPC and AZ4A4A. This bond is also present in the AZAMI and AZ4A3A crystal structures but is quickly and permanently lost during our simulations for both species. As a consequence, the loop spanning residues 9−18 is more free to move away from the active site, thus signifcantly contributing to the collective motions underlying SASA fluctuations for AZAMI and AZ4A3A (see Figure 5) .
The enhanced freedom of movement of the α-helix and the loop that follows it in the four loop mutants is more difficult to justify. One tentative explanation could lie in the absence of Phe114 in the mutants with respect to AZ. The phenyl ring of this residue is located very close to the aromatic side chain of Tyr72, a residue that belongs to the loop located after the helix, and a T-shaped π−π interaction could exist between Phe114 and Tyr72 (see Figure 6A ). To test this hypothesis, we monitored both the distance r between the centers of mass of the two aromatic rings and the angle θ between the normals to the ring planes along our simulations of AZ, yielding the following values: r = 0.50 ± 0.03 nm, and θ = 63.0 ± 0.5°. Therefore, the relative orientation of the two lateral chains is rather constant, and the distance between the two rings does not change markedly. Moreover, these values are in agreement with those for the most stable T-shaped structure calculated in vacuo between tyrosine and phenylalanine side chains (r = 0.51 nm, and θ = 74.2°). 52 Although the stacked conformation is known to be the most stable for a Tyr−Phe π−π interaction, it has also been stated that distal Phe−Tyr interactions are prevalently T-shaped, 52 as in our case, where the distance between the C α atoms of the two residues is 0.59 ± 0.02 nm. To determine whether the Tyr72−Phe114 interaction is important for the structural stability of AZ, we created in silico and simulated the Y72A mutant of azurin, which cannot have a π−π interaction with Phe114. Removal of the aromatic side Further insights into the role played by Phe114 were provided by the construction and modeling in silico of the P114F mutants of AZAMI and AZPC. In the case of P114F-AZAMI, reverting Pro to Phe leads to a dramatic decrease in the active site SASA, whose value for P114F-AZAMI is 0.684 ± 0.019 nm 2 , significantly smaller than that for AZAMI. The g(r) plot for P114F-AZAMI is also remarkably different from that of AZAMI, because of the removal of the 0.4 nm peak (see Figure  S2A of the Supporting Information). The differences between AZAMI and its mutant can be ascribed to restoration of the π−π interaction between the aromatic rings of Phe114 and Tyr72, as witnessed by the r and θ values for the P114F-AZAMI variant (see Figure S2B of the Supporting Information). On the other hand, the P114F mutation in AZPC does not affect the active site SASA and the changes in the g(r) plot are opposite to those observed for P114F-AZAMI. It is important to stress that it in AZAMI and AZPC the newly introduced Phe is adjacent to the His ligand, whereas in AZ, there are two intervening residues: therefore, care should be taken when directly comparing the P114F mutants to AZ, and only indirect inferences can be obtained by these additional simulations. However, these results suggest that Phe114 is one of the structural attributes contributing to the differences between the species but is not the only factor affecting the protein−solvent interplay, which is determined by a number of structural and dynamical features.
Overall, our results are in agreement with previous works that investigated the internal mobility of cupredoxins, which demonstrate that these proteins, even under native conditions, can access multiple conformations involving weakly populated states that are essential for their functionality. 53, 54 Similar findings were also obtained for other systems 44 and, in particular, cytochrome c, 27, 55 another ET protein that is usually considered to be rigid.
■ CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the molecular effectors of the acid transition in cupredoxins by comparing the dynamic behavior of WT AZ and four variants in which the C-terminal hydrophobic loop was mutated. We find that the SASA of the protein active site largely affects the pK a of the C-terminal His ligand on this loop, which triggers the whole structural transition. Notably, the average SASA value seems to be crucial to the pH-dependent rearrangement along with the extent of its flucutations over time. Indeed, the effect of loop mutations is not only structural but also dynamic. Another significant difference between AZ and its loop mutants concerns the structure of the water layer surrounding the protein active site, as witnessed by the copper−oxygen radial distribution function g(r). The absence of peaks at distances of <0.7 nm for AZ, in contrast with all the other investigated species, suggests that for the loop mutants solvent molecules can approach the active site, thus enhancing the probability of the acid transition. To identify the protein regions mostly contributing to the SASA fluctuations, we performed FMA-based investigations. These allowed us to ascribe the different behavior of the loop mutants to the enhanced freedom of movement of the loops surrounding the active site with respect to AZ, which is a consequence of the loss of some crucial second-coordination sphere interactions. Our results converge to strengthen the growing awareness that the functional properties of ET proteins are ultimately determined by the dynamic interplay between the protein scaffold and its environment. Similar conclusions have already been drawn for several biomolecules, very different from ET species in both structure and function, including membrane voltage channels. interaction on biological electron transfer. C.A.B. thanks Carabel s.r.l. for financial support.
